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Good Night Spot
Spot and his friends make learning basic concepts easy with lots of flaps on every page.
Vignettes from the life of Captain David W. Sinclair, U.S. Coast Guard, from his childhood in
Santa Monica, California, through the Great Depression, to the Coast Guard Academy in New
London, Connecticut, through a thirty-year career on ships and in airplanes, and into the
retirement most people can only dream of!
????????,??????,????;?????????,?????????,?????????????......
Unlike in the past, many of today's inexpensive mail-order catalog telescopes provide excellent
value and are proving to be useful instruments. Astronomy with a Mail-Order Telescope
provides useful information on some of the available models, along with detailed and essential
hints and tips about what to look for when buying. The second part of the book describes how
best to use the telescope, which celestial objects to observe (with full-page star charts to help
find them), what you can expect to see, and how to take (and even computer enhance)
astronomical photographs.
Good Night, SpotFrederick Warne Publishers
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CHI edition of two time Caldecott winner Chris van Allsburg's classic Two Bad Ants. Allsburg
paints the dangerous adventure of two errand ants who navigate around the familiar
appliances in the house. But the fact they are safe at the end of the story give children, who
took the adventure with the ants, a sigh of relief. In CHI. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor
experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while honoring the
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traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
The author, P. J. Day and his two brothers and two sisters grew up in the magical valley of
Tesuque, located just outside of Santa Fe, New Mexico. One of the family pets was a one-yearold little gray burro named Pedro. While reminiscing about that marvelous childhood Christmas
Day in 2001, P. J. wrote a short poem for his daughter Jordyn, placing Pedro smack-dab in the
middle of the first Christmas. A Burro's Tale evolved from that poem conceived on Christmas
Day, 2001. The setting for A Burro's Tale is in fact the Tesuque Valley. Raphael's family
business in the story is renting out his burros to the townsfolk who do not have a burro of their
own. The burros are rented for travel, pulling carts, plowing fields, and carrying goods from the
market. Pedro, the central character in A Burro's Tale, is younger and a bit smaller than the
rest of the burros and has not yet been chosen for his first day of work. Pedro's journey
throughout the story is really about the coming of age that all youngsters eventually face and
learning to take his responsibilities seriously. Kids can be cruel, and Pedro's peer group in the
story is no different. In order to gain acceptance, he must learn to ignore the relentless teasing
from the other burros on the ranch (and a couple of mischievous horseflies) and work very
hard to prove his worth. The story is filled with many valuable life lessons that all kids and
young adults will relate to, because they will all go through them one day, or are being tested
at this very moment. At all cost, it's about doing the right thing.
Liberia's Deadest Ends is a novel based on fact. It is about trust and truth: what or whom to
trust, and when. Truth in Liberia during the civil war had become distorted, embellished,
abandoned, and abused out of bravado, fear, shame, or self-protection. No one seemed to
know the difference between truth and rumor anymore. The novel is set in Liberia from 2004 to
2012, after the declaration of peace and the end of two protracted and bloody civil wars:
December 1989-1997 and 1999-2003. The country is recovering economically and mentally
through government stabilization and services; recording Truth and Reconciliation statements
of human rights violations; and the criminal trial of former president, Charles Taylor. Jorja
Himmermann, an international aid worker, monitors the resurgence of education programs,
peace building, community development, child labor, and the protection of former child
soldiers. As the country's past truths are revealed, Jorja seeks her own truths: of elusive
pygmy hippos; the burns on her driver's body; the extradition of her British friend; and her
relationship with an enigmatic Moroccan journalist. It reveals whom Jorja can really trust.
Simplified Chinese edition of The Runaway Bunny - a Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd
classic parents everywhere read to their children, reassuring that no matter what they do, a
mother's love is always constant.
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When Helen Macdonald's father died suddenly on a London street, she was
devastated. An experienced falconer captivated by hawks since childhood, she'd never
before been tempted to train one of the most vicious predators: the goshawk. But in her
grief, she saw that the goshawk's fierce and feral anger mirrored her own. Resolving to
purchase and raise the deadly creature as a means to cope with her loss, she adopted
Mabel and turned to the guidance of The Once and Future King author T. H. White's
chronicle The Goshawk to begin her journey into Mabel's world. Projecting herself ''in
the hawk's wild mind to tame her'' tested the limits of Macdonald's humanity.
Time for the construction site to SHAPE UP! Little construction fans will love learning
their shapes by watching Bulldozer CIRCLE around, clearing away TRIANGLES of dirt
until the perfect building spot has been SQUARED away. It's all in a day's work for the
trucks of the bestselling Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site!
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Ten short stories set in Spot's familiar world among his family and friends relate
adventures with Mr. Kangaroo, Sally, and Grandma and Grandpa
Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But there
are still two men in the way. When Enzo Juarez tries to make a new deal with Fiona,
her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts Silas in danger. Can
Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off when it’s every man for
themselves in this series’ finale.
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury
and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

A new title in the popular little Spot board book series, taking Spot through his
bedtime routine.
Children's Fiction
Traditional Chinese edition of The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship
of Her Own Making, Amazon Best Books of the Month, May 2011 and winner of
Andre Norton Award. Ana Juan's illustrations conjure up the drawings of Lewis
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. And the story of a 12-year-old girl
from Nebraska who was spirited away to a fairyland by Green Wind has has the
feel of the classic. This book is bound to become a classic as well. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Kipper the dog's life changes when he discovers why there is a hole in his
toybox.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Because all the other animals' noises keep him from sleeping, Owl watches for a
chance to take his revenge.
Come and take a ride through Revolving Doors and experience life from Trinas
pass as she entertains your wildest imaginations and thrills you with adventures
while inspiring you through her strengths of survival. Her story guarantees to
have you on an emotional roller coaster as you laugh a little, smile more, and
shed a tear. But have no fear of the danger that lurks here, for only the strong
survives. In this mind-blowing, page-turning event, you will get to know the real
woman behind the smile and confident personality. This book was created to
inspire, uplift, and relate toas well as to entertainits readers, so please feel free to
journey beneath the walls of terror, grief, pain, and joy as I tell all, but do so with
caution, for it can be a breathtaking event as you enter the depths of Revolving
Doors.
Simplified Chinese edition of Dog Man: From the Creator of Captain Underpants
(Dog Man #1)
A young chimp declares his love for all kinds of books, from funny books and
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scary books to song books and strange books.
An unobservant zookeeper is followed home by all the animals he thinks he has
left behind in the zoo.
Simplified Chinese edition of Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale
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